UMHLANGA ROCKS

R2,700,000

Web Ref 1021271

PROPERTY FEATURES

No Transfer Duty - Sibaya's Gold Coast Estate
Gold Coast Estate offers beautiful architecturally-designed modern
freestanding homes and a host of recreational amenities set within a serene
natural and totally secure environment. Many of the bespoke homes enjoy
ocean vistas whilst others take full advantage of majestic forest and dam views.
Each home is optimised for full home-automation allowing the owner to
remotely control all aspects including home security, energy use within the
home, temperature control, with the option of mechanised control of lighting,
curtains and appliances. Fibreoptic cables throughout the precinct will allow
for the uninterrupted ow of high-speed internet. Distributed technology
means that services such as DSTV, telephone and internet can all be set up
seamlessly while bre optics ensure high-speed connectivity to every home.
Within Gold Coast Estate the four luxurious villages of Maui, Bondi, Kirra and
Laguna comprise of 202 freestanding homes and 105 future executive beach
pad apartments. Each village will be uniquely characterised while sharing the
common ethos of family and community living. Maui village houses 55 homes,
with Bondi having 54 homes, Kirra with 47 homes and Laguna housing 46
homes. Each village offers the owner a choice of 5 different and unique home
types, including the Maine, Orissa, Alaia, Lazarette and Paci ca. One of the
unique attractions of Gold Coast Estate is the exquisite natural infrastructure
and green spaces which offers an easily accessible network of walking, jogging
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and cycling trails. The Estate offers a range of retail and commercial
accessibility, the node takes full advantage of the natural environment. Shops,
restaurant-lined piazzas, educational facilities, sports elds, of ces and hotels
will all exist within this vibrant precinct with shuttle services available both
internally and externally. Gold Coast Estate is more than a home, it is a lifestyle.
ERF Size 550 m²
Rates R2,700 per month

